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Squishy magic sweet boxes

Open the Mac App Store to buy and download apps. After tens of millions of our installations for our hit game Super Slime Simulator, Dramaton is proud to introduce a new generation of stress-resistant 3D coloring games: Squishy Magic: 3D ArtWelcome to the amazing world of Squishy... Create cute SOFTENING toys, choose their shapes, colors and textures, collect your own unique designs and enjoy
the ultimate squishing experience! Rotate your 3D design while coloring, choose your favorite colors from an endless number of options and don't forget to paint all parts of your toys! Once the color phase is over it's time to enjoy your new creation: press, squeeze and crush your new toy and watch it regain its original form time and time again in this exciting new game! Forget about your troubles! Feel your
anxiety disappear with every color you add, feeling your heart rate slow down with each oddly satisfying sound. Withdraw yourself from the loop of everyday life; sit back and let your mind expand in a calming relief... Do you like drawing? You will love this game! Download Squishy Magic: 3D Art NOW and let the squishy work its antistress magic on your mind... Features:DIY Squishy Making! - Choose
colors, shapes and textures from an endless number of options! Realistic Squishy Simulation - Actual Toy Physical Behavior; Hit it, squish it, squeeze it, crush it - and enjoy calming anxiety relief... Oddly Satisfying ASMR Sounds - Say No to Anxiety! Turn on the volume and listen to stress-resistant sounds. Countless colors &amp; textures to draw with - Shadows, sprays, colored chalk and over +200
different shades of all colors!!! Endless variety of shapes - strawberries, flying unicorns, burgers, donuts, kawaii figures, photos and more! Squishy Color Technology - Paint each of your squishy characteristicss in a different color! Which color will you choose? Download Squishy Magic: 3D Art NOW, subscribe to the next generation of painting &amp; drawing games, and start creating your very own toys...!
Squishy - what is it? The word Squishy is derived from the English word squish. A squishy is a gentle anti-stress type of toy that can undergo profound manipulation in the form of squeezing, squishing, pressing and grinding, and then quickly restoring itself to its original look. Squishies create a soothing experience because their smooth and flexible nature combined with the unique sounds they produce can
give players an odd sense of satisfaction commonly known as ASMR. Squishies can be used as therapy to help deal with stress &amp; anxiety. DO IT YOURSELF - Squishy Making!• Choose a shape: Strawberry/Flying Unicorn/Burger/Donut/Pixel/etc... • Choose textures: Basic/Glossy/Spray/Heart/etc... • Draw each of your squishy characteristics: Choose a color Different &amp; textures for each section •
Finally - play with your unique newborn squishy! How many squishies will you collect? Every stress-resistant toy you've ever dreamed of is just one click... Download Squishy Magic: 3D Art Coloring Coloring DIY Toy Maker NOW, and enroll in the next generation of painting &amp; drawing games! PLAY - CREATE - RELAX We in Dramaton believe that there is no greater importance than our own peace of
mind. This is precisely why we have created the ultimate anti-stress game for a calming anxiety reduction therapy: the first is Super Slime Simulator, and today we are presenting lovers of Squishy Magic.Squishy - solidarity! Art, painting and drawing are for everyone! Just like we did in Super Slime Simulator, we welcome everyone to participate in the ultimate anti-aggression experience. Whoever you are,
wherever you are, there's no way Squishy Magic: 3D Art isn't the game for you! Congratulations to Squishing !!! December 20, 2020 Surprise-themed 2.50 Holiday Edition: Snowman Squishy and tons of new holiday wallpapers: Snowy Mountains, Candy and more! For a limited time: a squishy Moriah Elizabeth special package containing the original 6 squishies! New 3-in-1 special offer: get 1 squishy, 1
Palette and 1 background package! This is a great game. You can make all the colors of different stuff. I play when I'm crazy. You can post the squishy that you make, and you'll still have it. If you play it when you are sad, crazy, or even so happy this game will calm you down, and you will forget about the problem that just happened. This is a very satisfying game. This way this game has many cute squishy.
And it has all the squishes I have in my house. I can color people in the game just like the people I have in my house/in my room. Here are some examples just in case you don't get what I'm saying: the game has princesses and I have a real squishy life in my house that's the same one in the game, I can color the one I have in my house just like in the game. The game has a waffle just like me and I color it
like I had in my house. It also saves your squishes in the game. And if you made a mistake but you saved you can still change the mistake. For example, you red your panda and you want to fix that and want to make it white and black but you saved it, you can change the color by going to where you saved all your squishes click on your panda and it will say edit edit clicks and there you can change you
pandas in white and black. SO PLEASE GIVE THE RATING A FIVE-STAR RATE!!!!!! THIS IS A GREAT GAME!!!! Love: Jessica I never normally take the time to write a review but this game is worth it is so exciting and so relaxing you can just design your own squishy, you also you also don't have to wait until the paint dries and you won't have problems if the pink pills out just relax its colors squish it when
you're done and you get to name it how awesome it is and now you can get a bunch of squishy Maria Elizabeth and you can design them however you'll design them and in terms of colors and stuff you can get every single color for 299Nisn isn't great you'll love it , you should absolutely buy this app it is best sorry if I say bye I mean yet because free and if you want everything it only costs three or four
dollars to get all the colors Amarilis is not great you will love it, you should absolutely buy this app it is sorry best if I say bye I mean yet because it should absolutely buy this app it is the best sorry if I say bye I mean yet because it's free and if you want everything it only costs three or four dollars to get all the amaryllis package colors I wrote everything it takes an hour to write that's how good this game is
that I just started playing it and MAN!!!! The squishes are so cute and fun to squish, the noise when I squish them is also quite satisfying. The in-game squishes are also real squishes you can buy at the store! And I have some squishes from the game so I try to copy the style from the real squishes I have into the game, for example, in the game there is a squishy llama and I have that squishy in real life so I
try to color the llama in the game as the real color of my squishy llama! It's kinda hard to explain but something I would love to add to the game is more squishes! There really are a ton of squishes in the game now but I would love more! Please, BUT A TOTAL 5 STARS, I saw this game / application from a btw Add. (: Edit: OMG THERE IS AN UPDATE CANT WAIT TO CHECK IT OUT!!!!! yay This
again: so there are super cute new squishes and more palette! I really really like new colors, they're really cool and new squishes, dang they are so CUTE!!! there wasn't anything that changed too much and I was like WOAH OH MAH GOSH but the update is GREAT!, I didn't change my star rating, it's still a ....... FIVE STARS IN TOTAL!!!!!! From: Olyvia  The Developer, Dramaton LTD, indicates that the
app's privacy safeguards may include data processing as described below. For more information, see the developer's privacy policy. The following data may be used to track you across apps and websites owned by other companies: Data that uses the following purchase identifie numbers The following data may be collected and associated with your identity: Diagnostic data using purchase identifie
numbers Other data security practices may vary, for example, based on the features you use or your age. Learn more about the Website App Support Privacy Policy for Developers Welcome to the World of Cute Toys - Squishy. You must collect the entire collection of cute homemade toys. If you like to unpack eggs unexpectedly, then you will get great pleasure from unpacking a sweet box with a 3D toy
inside. A large collection of action characters await you with celebrities such as a horn, hamburger cat, squishy donut, strawberries and many others. After you unpack the box, you can play with Play. Squeeze, crush, stretch it, and then watch it regain its original shape. In addition, you can customize the physics of pressing toys to get more fun from interacting with the game. The game also has two lighting
modes, day and night. Our cute squishy toys can glow! The effect is similar to neon. Cool squishy magic effects. The game can be used as a night lamp to relax while falling or just enjoy a pleasant light. Feel completely assured with our anti-stress game, get rid of anxiety, just sit back and relax. Features:- Large collection of toys- Realistic, physical squishy simulation of behavior, like a real toy- Physical
control of pressing, distortion and recovery- Extract mode- Glow in the dark reality squeeze- Nice reality sounds ASMRWho is squishy? Squishy soft and pleasant with touch toys designed to wrinkle in your hands. These toys have different shapes and sizes: they have different shapes, characters and objects. After crumbling in their hands, they quickly return to their original form and retain their attractive
appearance for a long time. Squishies are also often called anti-aggression - this is due to the fact that they are very soft and pleasant to the touch. When an adult or a child crushes such a toy in his hand, he gets in comparison pleasure. Such actions have a positive effect on the development of good motor skills of the fingers, and the presence of objects with such consistency in the hands of calming,
allows you to completely relax, eliminate negative thoughts and reduce nervous tension and fatigue after school , a day's work. On.
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